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This Final Year Project Part II final report concerns with the approach to an
online system called Attendance Management System using Biometric Fingerprint
Authentication Technology (FAT) proposed for Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. In
current system, students' attendance is tracked manually using attendance sheet. The
paper will be passed around and students are required to sign on it. Later, lecturer will
check the paper and mark on the empty column. Basically, the system is proposed so that
it can capture student's daily attendance accurately because it will use fingerprint as the
main input to access the system. It can help to enable the lecturer to reduce the buddy
signed on and unauthorized attendance. This system will involve some hardware devices
such as fingerprint reader and also some software to support this system. It is developed
mainly using PHP and MySQL. The system can be seen as reliable andconvenient since
fingerprint authentication is oneof the most reliable authentication methods. This system
is built so that it can solve the problem occurred with the current system and provide
more accuratestudentdaily attendance details for future used.
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The world is becoming more advanced technologically and development of
intelligent system makes life easier. One of the technologies is developing the pattern
recognition. Pattern is an arrangement of lines, shapes, color etc and while recognition is
the action of recognizing of somebody or something or of being recognized. Therefore,
the pattern recognition is to identify the pattern or unique characteristic of something that
is recognized by the system when the capability of human eyes is limited such as when
the pattern is similar or small to be recognized. Pattern recognition is usually used in
weather forecasting, speech recognition, medical activities, security application and
biometric such as using the fingerprint. Biometrics is a science of automatically
identifying individuals based on their unique physiological or behavioral characteristics.
For the wide spread use of the biometrics to materialize, it is necessary to undertake
systematic studies of fundamental research issues underlying the design and evaluation of
identification systems. Biometrics provides a securer solution comparing with PIN or
Smart Card identification. Biometrics can also be widely found in many other
applications such as time attendance management In UTP, most ofthe existing student's
attendance systems are based on attendance sheet. Lost and damaged sheet and cheating
for forged signature can lead to low of student quality. Using student's fingerprint to
mark attendance instead is far more accurate, efficient and cheats proof. The daily
attendance report can help the management to save abundle of time. By using this new
proposed attendance management system using biometric Fingerprint Authentication
Technology (FAT), user's identity is authenticated by matching current measurements of
his biometric properties with measurements taken and stored during the enrolment
process.
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12 Problem Statement
All UTP students are required to attend all lectures, laboratories, tutorials and
other academic activities. The minimum percentage for attendance requirement is ninety
percent (90%) for each of the courses taken. Failing to do so might cause students to be
prohibited from sitting for final examination or being barred from the exam. In order to
track the students' attendance, most ofthe lecturers use attendance sheet which is passed
and distributed around the class. This regulation causes students to present in all classes.
However, not every times students could obey the rules. Sometimes, when they have
other activities to attend and when this situation is inevitable, they will ask their friend to
forge the signature. The other problem is the attendance sheet might be tearing offor lost





The objectives of the new proposed attendance management system using
biometric Fingerprint Authentication Technology (FAT) are as follows:
To capture student's daily attendance details
To enable lecturers to reduce the buddy signed on and unauthorized attendance.
Reduce the possibility oflosing attendance sheet.
To search on the latest method or technology of identification system (biometric
technology)
To design the interface for the machine upfront and the screen layout.
To design the real product of the online Attendance Management System using
Biometric Fingerprint Authentication Technology.
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1.4 Scope of Project
For this attendance management system using biometric fingerprint authentication
technology project, the scopes ofthe system are stated as follows:
. Research on biometric technology focusing on fingerprint authentication
. Studies on the issue ofbiometric fingerprint technology
• Study on the conceptual design and development ofaverification system
• Study on the SDK Biokit for Fingerprint Reader device
• Study on the configuration part for this system
1.5 Significance of theProject
The concept of biometric fingerprint authentication system is to offer the
following benefits tothe society:
• Convenience - Biometric can indeed make asystem easier to use since the clients
no longer has to remember their username and password to enter the system.
• Greater security - Biometric link aperson to an action.
. Local verification - Clients hold their identity information so there is no need to
verify identity via acentral repository or server.
• User identity is stored safely and tamper-free
• Decrease errorof the use of the attendance sheet.





16 Feasibility of the project within the scope and time frame
The system will be designed to recognized and detect the random forgeries. Due
to the time constraint (we are given 14 weeks to study and develop the system), system's
function will be limited in recognizing the fingerprint as the main input and the
attendance tracking itself. This is to ensure that the system could be completed wrthin
allocated time frame.
USB fingerprint reader would be used to acquire the image. Any ordinary scanner
or reader with enough resolution could be used for the image acquisition. Microsoft
Optical Desktop mth Fingerprint Reader is one of the options that will be used in this
system as an input device. The used ofthis device is intentionally for the prototype ofthis
system only because of its small scale.
PHP and MySQL will be used as main developing software. PHP is an open
source server side scripting language which has become incredibly popular within the
web development community. Furthermore, it is highly compatible with other open
source technologies including MySQL and Apache which will be used in this proposed
system.







2.1 What is Biometric?
Biometrics (ancient Greek: bios -'life", metron -'measure") is the study of
methods for uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more intrinsic physical or
behavioral traits. In information technology, biometric authentications refer to
technologies that measure and analyze human physical and behavioral characteristics for
authentication purposes [1]. Examples of physical (or physiological or biometric)
characteristics include fingerprints, eye retinas and irises, facial patterns and hand
measurements, while examples of mostly behavioral characteristics include signature,
gait and typing patterns. All behavioral biometric characteristics have a physiological
component, and, to a lesser degree, physical biometric characteristics have a behavioral
element.
Biometrics is the method to recognize or verify the identityofan individual based
on its unique physiological or behavioral characteristics such as Fingerprint, face, palm,
iris, retinal, vein, voice and handwriting [2]. Fingerprint verification is the most
established and matured biometrics techniques. We will only focus on fingerprint
technology hereafter. The authorwill make a comparison for each and summarize detail
on the fingerprint technology. Fingerprint identification is the most commonly
recognized andmostwidely applied form of Biometric technology. Fingerprint ID is base
upon the fact that a person's fingerprint is completely unique to an individual. A
fingerprint is made of series of ridges and furrows on the surface of the finger. The
uniqueness of a fingerprint can be determined by the pattern ofridges and furrowsas well
as the minutiae points. It is the oldest biometrics method and has already been used for a
long time.
Biometrics way is a measurable physical or behavioral characteristic of an
individual. The physical and behavioral characteristics chosen to identify identity should
basically satisfy the universality, uniqueness, permanence, collectability and acceptability.
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Figure 2-1: Taxonomy by application type
BiomsHic
Physical Behavioral









Figure 2-2 : Taxonomy by technology type
Others (Gestures, Gait,
Keystroke)
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2.2 How Does Biometric System Works?
Generally, all biometrics systems contain two parts which are enrollment part and
identification part. The enrollment part functions to have a user's characteristic registered
so that it can be used as criterion when identification is performed. It involves sample
capturing, feature extraction and storage. The identification part provides the user
interface to have the end user's characteristic captured and verified. It involves four
stageswhich are capture, feature extraction, comparison and decision [23].
Enrollment









Biometric Data —»•-- p Capture
Comparisonts «s •--- '
' Decision Result
Figure 2-3 : General procedure of biometric system
Actually the principal behind the biometrics data capture is simple. A biometric
system must have a sensor that pick up a physical characteristic, convert it into digital
pattern and compare it to stored patterns for identification. For example, with fingerprint
imaging, a person authorized to access secure files or a system submits his or her
fingerprint to a digital scanner. This digitized print is stored in a computer library for
rettieval whenaccess is requested. An authorized user places his or her finger on a reader
or scanner and the resulting image is compared to the software library image. If there is a
match, access is granted.





2.3 What is Fingerprint Authentication?
Fingerprint authentication refers to the automated method of verifying a match
between two human fingerprints. Fingerprints are one of many forms of biometrics used
to identify an individual and verifytheir identity. The use of fingerprints as biometric is
boththe oldestmodeof computer-aided, personal identification andthe mostprevalent in
use today [24]. This article touches on two major classes of algorithms (minutia and
pattern) and four sensor designs (optical, ultrasonic, passive capacitance, and active
capacitance). The analysis of fingerprints for matching purposes generally requires the
comparison of several features of the print pattern. These include patterns, which are
aggregate characteristics of ridges, and minutia points, which are unique features found
within the patterns. It is also necessary to know the structure and properties of human
skin in order to successfully employ some ofthe imaging technologies [3].
2.4 Why Fingerprint Authentication?
Fingerprints offer an infallible means of personal identification. Other visible
human characteristics will be changed but not for fingerprint. The science of fingerprint
identification stands out among all other forensic sciences for many reasons, including
the following [4]:
• No two fingerprints have ever been found alike in many billions of human and
automated computer comparisons.
• Established the first forensic professional organization, the International
Association for Identification (IAI), in 1915.
• Established the first professional certification program for forensic scientists, the
IAI's Certified Latent Print Examiner program (in 1977), issuing certification to
those meeting stringent criteria and revoking certification for serious errors such
as erroneous identifications.
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Remains the most commonly used forensic evidence worldwide - in most
jurisdictions fingerprint examination cases match or outnumber all other forensic
examination casework combined.
Continues to expand as the premier method for identifying persons, with tens of
thousands ofpersons added to fingerprint repositories daily in America alone - far
outdistancing similar databases in growth.
2.4 Automatic Fingerprint Recognition
Automated algorithms for fingerprint recognition have long been a problem
studied in computer science. Since every person has a unique set of fingerprints, this
methodhas become common for personal identification. Databases consistingof millions
of fingerprints are stored on file for this purpose. It is our hope to be able to provide
significant speed improvements in the fingerprint matching phase [20].
In order to implement a successful algorithm of this nature, it is necessary to
understand the topology of a fingerprint. A fingerprint consists of many ridges and
valleys that run next to each other. The ridges bend in such ways as to form both local
and global structures (see Figure 2-4); either of which can be used to identify the
fingerprint. The global level structures consist of many ridges that form arches, loops,
whirls and other more detailed classifications. The local level structures, called minutiae,
are further classified as either endpoints or bifurcations. Minutiae are also given an
associated position and direction [20].










Figure 2-4: Global and Local Fingerprint
The procedure that was used for minutiaeextraction can be implemented reliably
and efficiently. Most other methods studied were far more complicated and did not
necessarily improve efficiency. In any case, the minutiae extraction process is required
only once per fingerprint test, which makes the running time of minutiae extraction
negligible when compared to the running time of the matching phase over a large
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Figure 2-6: Images of Fingerprint
Matching can be separated into two categories; verification and identification.
Verification is the comparisons of a claimant fingerprint against an enrollee fingerprint
where the intention is that the claimant fingerprint matches the enrollee fingerprint.
Identification is the traditional domain of criminal fingerprint matching. A fingerprint of
unknown ownership is matched against a database of known fingerprints to associate a
crime with an identity [24].
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3.1 Data collection method









In observations, the author play two roles while generating data - that of a
non participant-observer or participant observer. For non participant-observer, the
author collected the needed data without becoming an integral part of the system.
While for the participant observer, the author also plays the role by becoming part
of the system user.
3.1.2 Reading
The author had done some readings from newspapers, magazines, case
studies, white papers and journals that is relevant to the topics covered. The area
of studies includes the frauds of the manual tracking system, biometric issues and
about verification system. Besides that, the author had also collected lots of data
from searching the web sites in order to gain knowledge on biometric products in
current market. The findings from this method will be discussed in Chapter 4.
12
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3.1.3 Questionnaires
During the data collection phase, the author had prepared a written set of
questions to which respondents can record their answers. The questionnaires are
distributed to 50 students of Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS to get their
feedback on the current system and to test their knowledge on biometric
technology. The results from the survey will be discussed in Chapter 4. The
sample ofQuestionnaires is represented in Appendix A.
3.1.4 Interview
The author also conducts several interviews with UTP students and also
administrator to have them explain the current processes and their feedbacks on
each process. This will enable the author to know what their expectation for the
new system to be developed. The description of the process that will be provided
will list the advantages and also the drawbacks of the current system. Apart from
identifying the currentbusiness processes^ this method also enabled the author to
eliminate the unnecessary flow in the processes and automating the manual
processes. The interviews will give a better view of information faster and
accurate.
3.2 Project Methodology
In this chapter, the discussion will be focused on the method that will be used in
developing this system. Prototype Model has been chosen as a project methodology
which consists of (i) Planning, (ii) Requirement Analysis, (iii) Design Phase with three
different levels - High Level, Low Level, and Coding, (iv) System Prototype, (vi)
Implementation Testing, and (vii) System Release. Each of the phases has its own role
and reflects on how much the system will be progressing throughout the development
stages of the system [5].
13
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A prototyping based methodology performs the analysis, design and
implementation phases concurrently and repeatedly in a cycle until the system is


















Figure 3-1; Prototype Model
3.2.1 Planning Phase
The purpose of having this phase is to identify the problem and find
possible solutions by performing preliminary investigations or also called
as a feasibility study. A feasibility study was done to ensure that the
project could finish within time frame. The information obtained from the
internet, books and journals. From that study, the milestones, project scope
and objectives have been specified. During this phase, the information
collected is mostly focus on choosing the project title. After going through
some discussion with colleagues and lecturer, developer choose to work
on developing an attendance management system using biometric
fingerprint authentication technology. This phase also has been done to
identify the architecture for the system development. The author conducts
14
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planning for the project to identify the task for the system development.
The result of this is a Gantt chart that is represented in Appendix B.
3.2.1.1 System Architecture
Attendance Management System

















3.2.2 Requirement Analysis Phase
This phase was the most vital stage in the software development; without a
clear view of the system requirement, the system will not meet the
objectives or worst, it will show scope creep. In order to get the best
understanding of the system requirement, it is a need to spend more time
on this phase to do necessary researches and analyzing the existing
business processes.
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3.2.3 Design Phase
In this phase, it can be divided intothree smaller sub - phases; the High -
Level Design phase, the Low - Level Design phase, and also the Coding
phase. All phases have been done concurrently afterone another for each
functional and non- functional requirement. Thisphasehad been repeated
for each requirement that has been analyzedvia the previousphase.
3.2.3.1 High - Level Design
This phase is used to hash out the lowlevel implementation details
that relevant to each requirement planned in the high level design. The
implementation details should be thorough enough to avoid any problem
while constructing the coding later. In this phase, the object modeling
structure will be used to discover the classes that needed to be hashed out
and implemented. Use Cases are used; it will contain the descriptions of
each processes and real life cases of system usage. The Use Cases and
othertypes of UML suchas the classand sequence diagram will allowthe
author to identify the objects and classes in the system and how they
behave, interact and integrate within each other.
3.2.3.2 Low - Level Design
In this phase, the design of the each object can be assimilated; the
objects will be determined whether to be put on the server or client, and
also the delivery mechanism (such as web forms, database architectures
etc.). The author designs the visual appearance or graphical interface in
this phase. This will be done for each requirements stated; "quick and
dirty" prototypes will be produced in this stage. However, these prototypes
cannot perform the required functions; it will only visualize how the
functions can be. In this phase, the prototypes will be developed in JSP
formats, without the Servlets / web services that contain the working
functions required.
16
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3.2.3.4 Coding
Coding phase involves with programming the classes into Servlets
and/or web services format. The author should hash out all details with
regards to the requirements needed. Thisphasewill involve a lot of timeto
construct and configure the working prototype. It will be repeated for each
requirements beingcodedinto webservices to ensure that the codingwork
effectively and efficiently.
3.2.4 System Prototype
In this phase, prototypes is already been produced to a certain extent of
functional requirements. The system prototype is not an end product; it will be
refined for each requirements being added to make the system fully functional.
This prototype will be tested for implementation in the next phase to ensure that
the specific requirement works effectively and efficiently.
17
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3.2.5 Implementation Phase
The implementation phase was including system prototype,
implementation testing andalso system release. System prototype is where
the prototypes will be produced to certain extent of functional
requirements. The system prototype is not an end product; it will be
refined for each requirements being added to make the system fully
functional. This prototype will be tested for implementation in the next
phase to ensure that the specific requirement works effectively and
efficiently.
In implementation testing, the prototypes that are produced to a
certain extenthad been deployed in the application server and testing will
be done to ensure that functional requirements are working. This will save
times to debug any problem compare to implementing full system and
checking forevery bug. Thetesting had been done based on the functional
requirements and its integration with other functional requirements and the
database access. The testing is already done in two parts; alpha testing to
test the functional requirements, and beta testing to test the integration of
one functional requirements and database access with another functional
requirements. Alpha testing had been conducted by the developer itself,
and the beta testing is done by the user to ensure that the system is
working as expected. With this method of testing, the implementation of
the system had been done increasingly. By the time the full system is
complete, it is expected that the full system can be implemented in a
specific environment as mention in the system requirement.
18
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o 2GHz Pentium 4 processor
o Ethernet/modem
o 512MB RAM
o 40GB hard drive
o CD reader
o Windows XP Professional
•
•
Microsoft Optical Desktop with Fingerprint Reader
Server PCs - enrollment, monitoring and management (database).
Networking - LAN connection (100 Mbps).
Power supplies.
3.3.2 Software Specification
• Apache web server
• MySQL database
• PHP server side scripting
19
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4.1 Comparison on Biometric Measurement
There are many types of biometric measurements. The physiological measures,
which are fingerprints, hand geometry, eyescanning (retinaand iris)and face recognition.
Fingerprint identification is the most commonly recognized and most widely
applied form of Biometric technology. Fingerprint ID is based upon the fact that a
person's fingerprint is completely unique to the individual. A fingerprint is made of series
of ridges and furrows on the surface of the finger. The uniqueness of a fingerprint can be
determined by the pattern of ridges and furrows as well as the minutiae points. It is the
oldest biometrics method and has already been used for a long time [3],
Hand geometry is based on the fact that virtually every person's hand is shaped
differently and that the shape of a person's hand (after a certain age) does not
significantly change. When the user places a hand on the hand reader, a three-
dimensional image of the hand is captured. Then, the shape and length of the fingers and
knuckles are measured. Depending on the data used to identify a person, hand reading
technologies generally fall into one of three categories - application to the palm, the
pattern of veins in the hand and the geometrical analysis of fingers [3].
Eye scanningcan be divided into two different fields; which are the iris scanning
and retina scanning. Iris is the colored band of tissue that surrounds the pupil of the eye.
An iris recognition system uses a video camera to capture the sample while the software
compares the resulting data against stored templates. The retina is the layer of blood
vessels at the back of the eye. Retina scans are performed by directing a low-intensity
infrared light to capture the unique retina characteristics. An area known as the face,
situated at the center ofthe retina, is scanned and the unique pattern of the blood vessels
is captured [3].
20
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Face recognition systems identifies an individual by analyzing the unique shape,
pattern and positioning of facial features. There are essentially two methods of processing
the data: video and thermal imaging. Standard video techniques are based on the facial
image captured by a video camera. Thermal imaging techniques analyze the heat-
generated pattern of bloodvessels underneath the skin. There are various recognition
methods that emphasize identification based on the areas of the face that don't change,
including upper sections of eye socket, area surrounding checkbonesand sidesof mouth
[3].
Althoughmany parts of human body can provide data for electronic identification,
users remain most comfortable offering their fingertips. Fingertip scanner are the most
commonly used form of biometrics and the least expensive and easiest to deploy but not
all scanners are the same. Some match the ridges in a thumbprint, others are straight
pattern-matching devices and still others takeunique approaches suchas ultrasonic [2].
Characteristics Fingerprints Hand geometry Retina Face
Ease ofuse High High Low Medium
Reasons for errors Dryness, dirt,
age
Hand injury, age Glasses Lighting, age,
glasses, hair
Accuracy High High Very high High
User acceptance Medium Medium Medium Medium
Required security
level
High Medium High Medium
Long-term stability High Medium High Medium
Table 4-1: Comparison of Biometrics
21
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Fingerprint is the most popular modality that is widely used in various
authentication applications; PC logon, gate access control systems, and so on. The reason
can be considered that fingerprint can achieve the best balance among authentication
performance, cost, size of device, and ease of use. However, most of fingerprint
authentication devices have some problems to be solved [6].
One is that captured images are easily affected by the condition of finger surface
and it can degrade authentication performance. The other is that the problem of
impersonation by artificial gummy fingers has been pointed out. To solve those problems,
a new fingerprint authentication device that has a novel sensing principle has been
developed. This device forms an image of fingerprint pattern based on optical
characteristics of a finger's interior by scattered transmission light. The images so
obtained are unaffected by the condition of finger surface such as dry or moist fingers or
operating environment, and enable stable authentication processes. And it can
differentiate between real fingers and fake gummy fingers made from gelatin or other
material using optical characteristics. Because this device utilizes the optical
characteristics inside a finger, it has possibility to achieve higher authentication
performance by combining multiplecharacteristics of a finger's interioras a modality [6],
22
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4.3 SWOT Analysis
SWOT Analysis, or sometimes known as the TOWS Matrix, is a strategic
planning tool used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
involved in a project or in a business venture or in any other situation of an organization
or individual requiring a decision in pursuit of an objective. It involves monitoring the
marketing environment internal and external to the organization or individual [7]. SWOT
essentially tells uswhat is good and badabout a business or a particular proposition.
STRENGTH
•/ Stable and reliable
/ Accurate and secure
S Uniqueness
s Impossible to lose or forget
S Been used for centuries for
identification






• vulnerable to noise and
distortation brought on by
dirt and twists
v Damages or eliminated
fingerprint
THREATS
* Attack similar or twinned
biometric template
• Use artifact to gain
unauthorized authentication
• Residual fingerprint image
from a previous user may be
sufficient to allow access to
an impostor
Figure 4-1: SWOT Analysis Diagram for Fingerprint Authentication System
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Does not distract during
power supplies failure
Does not have a problem
when server is down
Not require administrator to
be present when there is any
problem occurred
OPPORTUNITY
S Low cost model
WEAKNESSES \
^ Data manually entered
• Buddy-signed on







Lost data during power
supply failures
Impersonate an authorized
user or forged signature /
\
Figure 4-2: SWOT Analysis Diagram for Manual Attendance Tracking
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4.4 Results from questionnaires.
Question 1: How many username and passwords have you owned before?






a 1 username &
password
• 2 username &
password
D 3 usemame &
password





Question 1was asked to know theaverage number of username and passwords owned by
a person before. From thepie chart, wecan see that the average username and password
owned by a person is more than 3 that is 54%. The respondent for the questionnaires are
taken among UTP students. This can show that a person has to remember many
usernames and it's respective password in orderto access particular system.
Question 2: How many hours do you spend for lab sessions perweek?






D More than 6 hours
70%^^
Question 2 was asked in order to know the number of hours spent by a student for their
labsessions per week. From the analysis, wecanconclude thatmost of the students spent
roughly three to four hours per week to attend their lab sessions. We can say that it is a
long period and there are possibilities for the lecturer to have rampant cheating by
students for their presence inclass and thesignature on theattendance sheet.
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Question 3: How many times do you have a replacement class / lab session per
week?








D Mare than 6 tines
v^
90%
Question 3 was asked in order to know how often the studentshave replacement class or
labsper weekfor any reasons. From the analysis, we can saythat most of the respondents
have replacement class oneto twotimes per week. This results show that they must have
a proper system to track their attendance details so that there will no error-prone in
calculating the percentage of attendance.
Question 4: Do you have a problem with the current attendance system which is
using an attendance sheet?







62% of the respondents have experienced having problems with their currentattendance
tracking system. 38% said thatthe current system is still canbeused. From this result, we
can say that they need a properand more reliable attendance tracking system since most
ofthe students need to attend their classes or lab sessions for quite many days in a week.
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Question 5: Would you ask your friend to forge your signature if you cannot attend
the class?
A.Yes B.No
33%f 'r\) DYes• No
V. >67%
It is a common thing for the users to ask someone else that they trust on to sign on their
behalf attendance. That is why 67% of the respondents answer YES while 33% of the
respondents would not ask anyone to sign the attendance sheet for them.
Question 6: Do you think the current manually attendance tracking system is
reliable?
A.Yes B.No
More than half number of respondents, which is 65%, thinks that the current attendance
tracking system is not reliable in today's world. Most of them think that with the
movement of technology, people should not rely on paper anymore to track something
that is important to them. On the other side, 35% of the respondentsthink that havingthis
current system is still reliable because it is easy to use and because it has been used and
trusted for a long time.
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Question 7: Do you agree if current system is replace with biometric identification
system (e.g: Fingerprint scanning) in order to track your daily attendance details?
A.Yes B.No
The author gets a very good feedback from this question. Most of the respondents agree
that current manual attendance tracking system should be replaced with biometric kind of
identification. 62% of them can accept the idea and are looking forward for the new
attendance tracking features. Only38%of the respondents rejected the ideaandstill favor
the typical version of the attendance tracking system.
Question 8: What kind of biometric that you find most comfortable with?








This question is to get user feedback on what biometric measurement that they
comfortable with. From this result, the author can conclude mat most users are
comfortable with fingerprint biometric authentication technology. 64% choose A for
fingerprint biometric. 16% favor iris/retina scanning. These respondents may be well-
known with biometrics technology and choose iris/retina scanning because they know it
is more accurate. Another 12% choose face and 8% choose voice recognition.
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Question 9: Do you think that it is necessary to have an online attendance
management system with biometric authentication technology?
A. Yes B. No
Therespond to this last question is quite balance. 53% of the respondents request for an
online attendance management system with biometric authentication technology while
47% of them are comfortable with current system. From the result, the author found out
that there's a need to have an online application with biometric authentication in orderto
ensure a reliable and effective security protection for the used of UTP students. Biometric
verification and authentication is the most suitable alternative to replace the current
manual system with fingerprint scanning as the favorable method selected by the
respondents.
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4.5 System Design
This is the stage, which need to identify the requirement for the hardware and
software needed by designing the overall system architecture. System designed is
involved with many diagram and flow of the data design. This focuses on high level
design (what arewe going to need andhowthey going to interact), lowlevel design (how
the individual programs are going to work), interface design (what are the interfaces
going to look like) and data design (what data are we going to need). As designing this
system, goalsin designing the system havebeen identified which are:
• Usability- The systemwill be createdmainlyusing PHP and MySQL.
• Portability- The system will support the hardware, fingerprint reader and the
software used.
• Reliability - The system is reliable in verifying the pattern based on the
trainingset and algorithmused.
4.5.1 Process Flow
In detailed system design, system models and conceptual design will be
needed in designing the system. A system model is giving the detail of the system
developed. A system model is an abstraction of the giving system being studied
rather than an alternative representation of the system. So, the basic flow of this







SIMILARITY —* VERIFICATION OUTPUT
i V
—* DATABASE
Figure 4-3: Basic flow of the system
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Thisdiagram is thebasic flow of how the system will interact andworks from the
system receive the input until it produces the output. Thisis the current phase
where theproject is being developed. Besides that, to know theprocess of the












Figure 4-4: System flow chart
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4.5.2 Use Case Diagram
The reason of the system architecture such as diagram flow, ERD or UML
design is to have a clear view on the system in terms of the design view. UML
diagram is used to show the relationship of modules to each other and
communications between modules. Then, the conceptual design is used to create
an abstract database structure that represents real world objects in the most
realistic way possible. In this design, all the data needed are in the model and all
data elements required by the database transactions need to be defined in model.
Moreover, use case diagram also has been developed to make the system have a
clear view on designing the system.
Attendance Management System
Figure 4-5: Use Case Diagram
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4.5.4 Sequence Diagram
The system is involve in developing the fingerprint verification which
involve the inputof the fingerprint itself by giving unique attributes to it for the
security measure. By signing on the device provided, users have put the intra
personal or attribute that differentiae them from the others although it look the
same from eye comparison. However, if we analyze more carefully, there is
uniqueness and it could have been done using a system that could calculate and
compare between the query fingerprint pattern and genuine fingerprint pattern.
This sequence diagram will illustratethe objects that participate in a use case and
the messagesthat pass betweenthem over time for one use case.
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Thepurpose of having this database design is to define the information
contained in the external tables and how they relate to each other. This
information is assumed correct from the perspective of source and
relationship would ensure consistency. The users should ensure that























NUMBER 10 Attendance ID
VARCHAR2 10 Attendance status
TIME 20 Time the student register for
attendance
TIME 20 Time student logout
NUMBER 10 j Student ID
NUMBER 10 Session ID
NUMBER 10 Tutorial ID
NUMBER 10 : Session number
Table 4-2: Attendance Table
4.5.5.2.2 Lecturer Table
Table Name LECTURER
Table Description Contains the information oflecturer's details
Seq Name Type Len ; Description
1 ! lc_1D NUMBER 10 Lecturer ID
2 j Ic name VARCHAR2 50 | Lecturer name
3 i Icjaculty VARCHAR2 50 Faculty name ofthe lecturer
Table 4-3: Lecturer Table
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Name Type Len Description
ss ID NUMBER 10 1 Session ID
Ssjk> \ NUMBER 10 Session number
ss_status | VARCHAR2 j 50 i Session status
tt ID NUMBER 10 \ Tutorial ID
i. . .
Table 4-4: Session Table
4.5.5.2.4 Student Table
Table Name STUDENT
Table Description Contains the information of the students
Seq Name Type Len Description
1 StJD NUMBER 10 Student ID
2 stname NUMBER 10 Student name
3 st_program VARCHAR2 ' 50 Student's program
4 stgender NUMBER 10 Student's gender
5 sthosteladdress VARCHAR2 50 j Hostel address
6 stemailaddress VARCHAR2 20 1 Email address ofthe student
7 stcontactno NUMBER | 12 Student contact number





20 : Country oforigin
4.5.5.2.5 Subject Table
Table Name SUBJECT
Table Description Contains the information ofthe subject registered
Seq Name Type Len Description
1 sbJD NUMBER 10 Subject ID /Code
2 \ sb name i NUMBER 50 Subject name
3 ! sbdescription VARCHAR2 100 1Description of the subject
4 i sb nosession NUMBER 2 ; Number of session/ slot
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4.5.5.2.6 SubjectJTaken Table
Table Name SUBJECT TAKEN
TableDescription Contains tbe information of the subjecttaken by student
Seq
1 ; sbJD
2 | st ID
Name Type Len Description
NUMBER ! 10 Subject ID / Code
10 Student IDNUMBER





Table Description Contains the information of the tutorial slot
Seq ; Name Type Len : Description
1 | tt ID NUMBER 10 j Subject BO / Code
2 ttname number 50 ; Subject name
3 trpriority VARCHAR2 100 Description ofthe subject
4 sb id NUMBER 2 Number of session/slot
5 jc id NUMBER 10 [ Lecturer ID
Table 4-8: Tutorial Table
4.5.5.2.8 User Table
Table Name USER
Table Description Contains the information of the user created
Seq Name Type Len Description
1 username VARCHAR2 5 Username ofthe user
2 password VARCHAR2 20 Password assigned
3 ; Usertype i VARCHAR2 10 User level
4 logintime TIME 25 Time the user enter the system
5 name VARCHAR2 50 User's name
Table 4-9: User Table
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4.5.6 Interface Design
The interface of the system is designed and developed during the design
phase. Refer to Appendix C for the proposed interface designs of Attendance
Management System using Biometric Fingerprint Authentication Technology.
The functions of each user interface are:
• Login Page
o User has to scan their fingerprint in order to accessthe system.
• Administrator - Home Page
o Admin can create user and set user level
• Administrator - Subject Page
o Admin can register the subject needed by the lecturer
• Lecturer —Home Page
o Sessionactivation or deactivation for particulartutorial slot
• Lecturer- View ProfilePage
o User can view their profile
• Lecturer - Edit Profile Page
o User able to update their profile
• Lecturer - Subject Page
o User can registertheir particular subjectand assign sessions to
the subject
• Lecturer - Attendance Details Page
o User can view their student's attendance details for particular
slot
• Student - Home Page
o Session activation for the attendance tracking
• Student - View Profile Page
o User can view their profile
• Student - Edit Profile Page
o User able to update their profile
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Student - Register Subject Page
o Usercan register the subject taken for that semester if the list
ofthe subjects are there
Student - Attendance Details Page
o User can view their attendance details for particulartutorial
slot
Logout Page
o User logout and all sessions end.
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The Attendance Management System Test Plan has been conducted to
make sure the system has correct functionality and free from major
problems severity one errors. The Apache server had served as the
internal test server. The testing will be suspended on any feature or
function when:
• Error problem encountered in Attendance Management
System that interrupts the testing operations to the point where
there is no work-a-round.
• Problem is too extreme that minor activity will affect the
testing and would require immediate code change on Attendance
Management System's scripts.
Testing will be resumed when the problems or failure have been
resolved and tested again.
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4.6.2 Results of testing
Refer to Appendix D for the Test Coverage. After the testing takes
place, then the satisfaction of these peoples toward the system will be
evaluated. The table of evaluation of satisfaction of the system will be
analyzed using the table below:
Tester Level of satisfaction











Figure 4-9: Evaluation Analysis
From the result, we could say that the group of people is mostly
satisfied with the performance of the system, which is the main
strength ofthis verifyingsystem. So, from the evaluation analysistable,
we could say that only two people in group is most satisfied with the
system which they think that this system has meet the objectives of
developing the system. Most of the people are satisfied with the
system which mean there is still weaknesses in the system or need to
be upgrade. Moreover, three people is likely satisfied with the system
and they think that this system is good but need to include more
features. From the graph of result,we will look into figure 4-9.
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Evaluation of Attendance Management System








Figure 4-9: Evaluation Analysis
Therefore from the graph, we could see the result of efficiency of
this system. The strength of this system is more focus on how it can track
students' attendance detailsand capturetheir fingerprints as the main input
to access this system. Of course, the system had satisfied the user but it
need to be improved more in term of the user interface design, more
techniques to be included to make the verification be moreacceptable.
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5.1 Challenges during project development
As the project progresses, the author encountered a number of challenges. The
author is required to meet these by applying new skills and techniques. The author
responded to these challenges spurred bytheknowledge that theauthor is solving real
problems for a real purpose. Obviously, most challenges are vary from project to
project but some are commonto all projects.
During the system development, the author experienced uncertainty as to what to
expect. Also, this project needs to be done within the time scale. At the beginning
stage, the author faced some problem of completing the project within the time given.
After having some discussions with the supervisor, the problem can be solved. The
author also had no experience of a project as complex and as broad in scope. It is
difficult to invisage in advance what it will be like. Besides that, the author lack of
suitable textbooks and dearth of references.
Since thisproject is a biometric fingerprint project, it required a fingerprint reader.
Initially, it's hard to get a single fingerprint reader. But after looking around, the
author found a similar device that can be used for the system and configured it to be
connected to the system.
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5.2 Ways to overcome the problem
Actually, there are many ways to overcome all problems occurred. The author
discussed with the supervisor what kind of guidance the author find most useful and
what are the possible preferences might be with respect to the working routines. The
author planned and discussed with the supervisor the topic of project and the time
table including a schedule of meetings where appropriate feedback can be given. This
actioncan ensurethe punctualityofcompleting the projectwithin the timelinegiven.
The author also maintained the progress to the agreed schedule and continuosly
reportthe progress to the supervisor. This action can actually ensure that the project is
on the right trek. To overcome the problem of lacking of biometric textbooks, the
author did a research in depth through articles and journals in the internet. Those
documents helped the author a lot on gathering the data for the project. After
gathering all data, the authorsearched for a device that canbe usedfor the system.
There are manydevices or fingerprint readers available in the market, but most of
them are expensive. To solve the problem of having a cost constraint, the author
found a set of keyboard that comes with a fingerprint reader which will only cost
RM400 instead of buying other reader that cost RM3500. It is a Microsoft Optical
Desktop with Fingerprint Reader that can be used for the system similarly like other
single fingerprint reader.
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As a conclusion, fingerprint authentication is widely seen as the most reliable
and convenient method. As a result, efforts have been increasing to develop, integrate
and bring to market reliable and cost effective fingerprint authentication solutions.
Hopefully, this new proposed attendance management system using biometric
fingerprint authentication technology canhelp users to capture their daily attendance
details not onlymore accurate but it can be done in a hassle-free and more convenient
manner. This system is built so that it can enable the lecturer to reduce the buddy
signed on and unauthorized attendance entry. The interface designed for this system
has been finalized and the implementation end up with the real prototype. Most of the
users are satisfied with the proposed Attendance Management System using
Biometric Fingerprint Authentication Technology since it is oneof a kind thatwill be
implemented in UTP.
6.2 Future Recommendation
For future project work, the author would like to suggest that the research
areas and the system features to be expanded. The research areas should includes
the numbers and statistics of any error in Fingerprint Authentication System
especially in Malaysia in order to support the relevancy of the project. It is also
recommended that the real technology be implemented so that it can really
integrate with the system. Other recommendation is to upgrade the system's
feature so that it will offer more services to the user besides what we already have
nowadays.
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Proposing the design, the author may try to design a duo-verification
system so that user can have a choice whether to use their username andpassword
together with the biometric or only use biometric to gain access to their account
or system. This way, users may not depend on their memorizing skill or any other
tokens for verification because their selves are the key to the verification system.
The author also suggests that the prototype interface should maintain a
user-friendly environment and a good navigation as well. Therefore, it is much
hopethat by enhancing the system, it could givenew ideaespecially to Malaysian
community on the importance of biometric solution for effective and efficient
verification and security process.
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Appendix A - Questionnaire
Question 1:How many username and passwords have you owned before?
A.l B.2 C.3 D. More than 3
Question 2:How many hours doyou spend for labsessions perweek?
A.1-2 hours B.3-4 hours C.5-6 hours D. More than 6 hours
Question 3:How many times do you have a replacement class / lab session per week?
A.l-2 B.3-4 C.5-6 D. More than 6
Question 4: Do you have a problem with the current attendance system which isusing an
attendance sheet?
A.Yes B.No, it is still okay.
Question 5: Would you ask your friend to forge your signature ifyou cannot attend the
class?
A.Yes B.No
Question 6: Do you mink the current manually attendance tracking system isreliable?
A.Yes B.No
Question 7: Do you agree if current system is replace with biometric identification
system (e.g; Fingerprint scanning) in order to track your daily attendance details?
A.Yes B.No
Question 8: What kind ofbiometric that you find most comfortable with?
A. Fingerprint B. Iris/retina C. Face D. Voice
Question 9: Do you think that it is necessary to have an online attendance management
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10. Student - View Profile
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12. Student - Register Subject














13. Student - Attendance
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Appendix £
Fingerplex System for Lecturer Attendance
UiTM, Shah Alam
Date Picture Taken : 12th March 2007
Picture 1: Fingerplex Machine
Fingerplex





Picture 3: Door Access System Picture 4: User used door access system
using smart card
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{$query_RSViewUser = sprintfCSELECT u.username3 u.usertype, u.name FROM 'user u WHEREu.usertype = '%s"
ScoInameJRSViewUser);}
else
{$query_RSViewUser =sprintfTSELECTuusemame,u.usertype,unameFROM user1 uH); }
SRSViewUser = mysql_query($query^RSViewUser, $AMSConnection) ordie(mysql_error());
7>
<?php

















<lrak rel="altemate" type="application/rss+xml" titte="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" />
<linkhref="images/style.cs3" rel^'stylesheet" type="text/css" !>
<scriptlanguage="JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript">
<!-
functionMMreloadPagefinit) { //reloadsthe windowif Nav4resized
if(inil—true) with(navigator){if((ar^Narne==nNetscapen)&&(par3elnt(appVersion>==4)) {
documentMM_pgW=innerWidth; document.MM_pgH=irmerHeight; onresize=MM_reloadPage;}}







function MM_findObj(a, d) { //v4.01
varp,i,x; tf(!d) d=document; if((p^i.indexOf("?n))>0&&parent.framesJength) {
d=parent&ames{n.substring(p+l )].document; n=n.substring(0,p);}
ifl;!(x=KJ[n])&&d.all) x=d.all[n]; for (i=0;!x&&i<d.ferms.len^h;i-H-) x=d.ibrms[i][n];
for(i^;!x&^.layers&&i<d.layersJengm;i-t4-)x=MM_findObj(n,dJayers[i].document);
ifl;tx&& d.getEiementByld) x=d.getElementById(n); return x;
}
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function MM_jumpMenuGo(selName,targ,restore){//v3.0

















// Enter name of mandatory fields
var fieldRequired - Array("name","usemame", "password", "confirm_password");
// Enter fielddescription to appearin die dialogbox
varfieldDescription = Array("Namen,"Username","Password","Confirm Password");
//dialog message
var alertMsg= "Nullor Invalidinput :Vi";
var l_Msg = alertMsg.length;





if(obj.selectedIndex = -l ||obj.options[obj.selectedIndex].text=:""){











if (obj.value = "" j|obj.value ==*nuIV){





if (obj.type = undefined){
var blnchecked = false;


































































<p class="style9"> Create User: </p>
<tablewidth=:"551"border="0" cellpadding=nl">
<form name="forml" onsubmit="retum formCheck(this);" action- 'process__createuser.php" method=''post">
<tr>
<td width**"161" height="25"> Name: </td>
<td width-'380" valign-'top"xinput name="name" type="text" id="name"/>
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<Mwidth=n16rheight="25">ID: </td>
<td width=n380B valign="top"xinput name="usemamen type="text" id="username" maxlength="5" t>




<td width="380" valign="top"xinput name="password" type="password" id="password"
maxlength-"15"/>
<img src-'images/asterik.gif width-'ll" height="l2" /x/td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td height="25">Confirm Password: </td>






























<td width="74" class-"boxadsn> lD</td>










<tdx?php echo $row_RSViewUser['useiTiame']; ?x/td>
<tdx?php echo $row_RSViewUser[,name']; ?x/td>
-^tdxTphpechoSrowJRSViewUserOsertype']; ?x/td>















<div id="footerH>Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |












$query_RS_Subject = "SELECT distinct(s.sb_ID), s.sb_name FROM subjects, tutorial t WHERE tsbJD=s.sbJD AND
tlc_ID='$usemame'";


















<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" contenlr^text/html; charset=iso-8859-l" />
<metahttp-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-us" f>
<metahttp-equiva"imagetoolbar" content="no" l>




<linkrel="altemate" type="appiication/rss+xml" titIe="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" f>































<p>We!come <?php echo Sname; ?x/p>

















































<td width="105" height="24">Subject: <M>
<tdwidth="436" height="24" valign="top"xselectname=nsubjectcode" onChange="MM_MenuSubject('parenf,this)">
<option vaiue=""x/option>
<?php






















<tdheight="30" colspan="2" valign="topnXstrong>Attendance Details </strongx/td>
<#r>
<?php
$query_RS_SubjectInfo - "SELECT s.sbname, s.sb_description, Llcjiame FROM subjects, lecturer1,
tutorial t WHERE s.sbJD='$_GET[subjectcode]• ANDs.sbJD=t.sb_IDANDUcJD=UcJD";


























SqueryJRSjStudent = "SELECT s.st_ID, s.st_name FROM students, subjectjaken st WHERE
stsbJD^GETfsubjecteode]' ANDs.st„ID=ststJD ORDER BYs.st_name";
$RS_Student - mysql_query($query_RS_Student, SAMSConnection) or die(mysql_error());






<td height="30"x?php echo $row_RS_Student['st_ID']; ?x/td>
<tdheight="30"x?phpecho$row_RS_Student['st_name1; ?x/td>
<td heighfc="30" align-'center"xa hre£="<?phpecho SattLink; ?>" onclick="retum
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</blockquote>
<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 UniversitiTeknologi Pelronas |











srand((double) microtime( )* 1000000);
SatJD = rand( 1000000,9999999);
if(issettSHTTPJjETJ/ARSrsessionid j)) {
Ssessionid = (get_magic_quotes_gpcO) 7$HTTP_GET_VARS['sessionid']: addslashes($HTTP_GET_VARSI,sessionid,|);
}
if (isset($HTn>_GET_VARS[tutorialidr])) {
Stutorialid * (get_magic_quotes_gpcO) ? $HTTP_GET_VARS['tutoriaIidj : addslashes($HTTPJ3ETJVARS['tutorialid']);
}
if (isset($HTTP__GET_VARS['action'])) {
Saction = (getjmagicjjuotes^gpcO) ?$HTTP_GET_VARS['action']: addslashes($HTTP_GET_VARS[,action']);
}
mysql_select_db($database_AMSConnection, SAMSConnection);
SgetSessNoSQL = "SELECT ss_noFROMsessionWHEREtt_id=^tutorialid'";
SgetSessNo = mysqI_query($getSessNoSQL, SAMSConnection) or die(mysql_query());
SrowJSessNo = mysql_fetch_array($getSessNo);
Ssessno= $row_SessNo['ss_no'];
SupdateSQL = sprintfCINSERT attendance(atJD,atJimein,st_iD^s_lD,tt_ID,ss_no)
VALUES('$atJD,JJOW(),$_SESSIONEusername]3sessionid,'$tutoriaIid',$sessno)");
if($action="stop")
{ SupdateSQL = sprintf("UPDATE attendanceSETat_timeout-NOW()WHEREatJD^Satid'"); }























$startRow_RS__ViewSubject = $pageNum_RS_ViewSubject * SmaxRows_RS_ViewSubject;
mysqLselect_db($database_AMSConnectionJSAMSConnection);
Squery_RS_ViewSubject = "SELECT * FROM subject";
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$queryJimit_RS_ViewSubject = sprintfl;"%s LIMIT%d, %d", $query_RS_ViewSubject, SstartRowJtSJViewSubject,
$maxRows_RS_ViewSubject);





















<metahttp-equiv="Content-Typen content="text/hhnI; charset=iso-8859-r />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language"content="en-us" l>
<meta htrp-equiv="imagetoolbarH content="no" l>
<metaname="MSSmartTagsPreventParsing" content="true" !>




<Iink reWaltemate" type="application/rss+xmr u'tle="RSS2.0" href="rss/" f>
<link href="images/style.css"rei-'stylesheet" type="text/css" f>
<script language^"JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript">
<!-
function MM_reloadPage(init) { //reloads the window if Nav4 resized
if (inrt=rfue) with (navigator){if ((appName=nNetscape")&&(parseInt(appVersion);=4)) {
document.MM_pgW=innerWidth; documeniMMj}gH=rnnerHeight; onresize=MM_reIoadPage;} J







function MM_findObj(n, d) {//v4.01
var p,i,x; if(!d) d^ocumcnt; if((p=n.indexOf(',?"))>0&&parent.frames.!ength) {
d=parentframes[n.substring(p+l )].document; n=n.substring(0,p);}
if(!(x=d[n])&&d.all)x=d.all[n]; for (M);!x&&i<d.forms.length;i++) x=d.forms[i][n];
for(iN};!x&^.Iayersi!^i<d.layeTs.lengft;i4^)x=MM_f&dObj(nJdJayers[i].document);
if(!x && d.getElementByld) x=d.getElementById(n); return x;
}
function MMJumpMenuGo(selName,targ/estore){ //v3.0





















// Enter name ofmandatory fields
var fieldRequired = Array("subject_coden,"subject_nanie");
// Enter field description to appear in the dialog box
var fieldDescription = Array("Subject Code","Subject Name");
//dialog message
varalertMsg= "Nullor Invalid input:\n";
var l_Msg= alertMsg.length;
for (var i - 0; i < fieldRequired.lenglii; i++){




if(obj.selectedlndex—-1 || obj.options[obj.selectedlndex].text —""){




if (obj.selectedIndex — -1){






if (obj.value ="" || obj.value = null){






var blnchecked = false;



































































<form name="forml" onSubmrt="retum formCheck(this);" action="process_createsubject.phpn
method="post">
<tr>
<tdwidth="161"height="25" vaIign="top">Subject Code : </td>
<tdwidth-'380" valign="top"xinputname="subject_codeH type-'text" id="subject_code'V>




<tdwidth="380" valign-'top"xinput name="subject_name" type="text" id="subjectjiame"/>
<imgsrc="images/asterik.gifVl width="ll" height="12" /x/td>
<Jif>
<tr>
<td height="25" valign="top">Description : </td>
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<td width="380" vaiign-'top"xtextareaname="subject_description" rows="4"
cols=n20"x/textareax/td>
<tr>
<td height="25" valigrr="top">No. Sessionper Tutorial: </td>
<tdwidth="380" valign="top"xinputtype^text" name="subject_nosession" size="5">








<td width="74" class="boxads">SUBJECT ID</td>
<td widm=Hi50" class="boxads">SUBJECT NAME</td>
<td width="246" class="boxads">DESCRIPTION</td>










<tdvaIign="top"xa href="<?pbp echo SupdateLink; ?>"x?php echo SrowJlS_ViewSubiect['sbJD']; ?x/ax/td>
<td valign="top"x?php echo Srow_RS_ViewSubject[,sb_name']; ?x/td> "~
<td valign-'top"x?php echo$rowJRS_ViewSubject['sb_description']; ?x/td>
<td vaIign="top"xdiv align="center"x?php echo
Srow_RS_ViewSubject['sb_nosession'];?x/divx/td>
<tdvalign="top"xdiv align="center"xa href="<?php echo SdeleteLink; ?>"ximg src="images/delete-ico.gif' width=" 13"
heighlF"16" border="0" /xYax/divx/td>
</tr>










<div id-"footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Perronas j
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$query_RS_ViewSubject = "SELECT sb_ID, sb_name, sb_nosession FROM subject";








if(SHTTP_GETJVARS[,subjecteode'] !=NULL){$query_RS_ViewTutoriaI ="SELECT tttJ©,ttt_riame,s.sb_name,tt_priority FROM tutorial t,subject sWHERE
s.sbJD='$HTTP_GETJVARS[subjectcode]' AND s.sbju>tsb_ID AND t.lcJD='$username' ORDER BY tt^priority"; }



















<linkrel-'alternate" rype="appHcation/rss+xml" title="RSS 2.0"href="rss/" 1>
<linkhref="images/style.css" rel="stylesheetn type="text/css" !>
<script language="JavaScriptn type=ntexf/JavaScript">
<!-
function MM_reloadPage(init) { //reloads thewindow ifNav4resized
if(mu=Hrue) with (navigator) {if((appName="Netscape")&&(parseInt(appVersion)=4)) {
document.MM_pgW=innerWidth; documentMM__pgH=innerHeight; onresize=MM_retoadPage; J\











if(!x &&d.getEIementById) x=d.getElementById(n); return x;
}
function MMJumpMenuGo(selName,targ,restore){ //v3.0
varselObj = MM_fmdObj(selName); if(selObj) MMJumpMenu(targ^elObj,restore);
}
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<p>Welcome <?php echo Sname; ?x/p>









































<p ciass="style9">Create Tutorial: </p>
<table width="551" border="0" cellpadding="l ">
<formname="formr id-'forml" method3=Hpost" action="process_createtutorialphp">
<tr>
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<td width="161" height="25">Subject: </td>






{ Sselected - "Selected"; }
?>
<optionvalue="<?phpechoSrow_RS_ViewSubject['sb_ID,]?>" <?phpecho Sselected; ?>x?php echo
$rmv_RS_ViewSubject['sbjiame']?x/option>
<?php












<img src="hriages/asterik.gif1' widm-'U" height="12" l>
<inputtype="hidden" name=s"nosession" value="<?php echo
$row_RS_ViewSubject['sb_nosession,];?>">
















<option value="<?php echo$row_RS_ViewSubjectrsb_ID']?>"x?php echo $row_RS_ViewSubjectrsb_name']?x/option>
<?php



















while ($row_RS_ViewTutorial = mysql fetch_array($RS_ViewTutoriai))
{
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<tdx?php echo $row_RS_ViewTutorial['sb_namer|; ?x/td>
<tdx?pbp echoSrowJlS_ViewTirtorial['ttjiatne']; 7>





















<input type="submit" name="Submit2" value="+" f>
</divx/td>












<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |
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$query_DeleteSubject= "DELETE FROM tutorial WHERE ttJD^'SHTT^GE^VARSitutorialid]'";
















{ $query_DeleteUser= "CALL deleteJectu^er('$HTTP_GET_VARS[username],),,;}
else i^SHTTPJjETVARSrusertype"] = "Student")
{ Squery_DeleteUser = "CALLdelete_student('$HTTP_GET_VARS[username]1)'';}
else
{ $query_DeleteUser- "DELETE FROM 'user' WHERE usemame=^HTTP_GET_VARS[usemame]'"; }
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<head>
<trde>AMS : Login Page</title>
<meta htrp-equiv^Content-Type" content="text/html; charser=iso-8859-I" f>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language'1 content=nen-us" l>
<meta http-equiv="imagetoolbar"content="no" l>
<meta name=nMSSmartTagsPreventParsingn content~"irue" !>




<link rel="altemate" type="application/rss+xmr title="RSS 2.0" href^'res/" l>
<link href="images/style.css"rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" l>
<script Ianguage="JavaScript"type=Btext/JavaScript">
<t_
function MM_reloadPage(init) { //reloads the window if Nav4 resized
if (init=true) with (navigator) {if ((appName="Netscap^")&&(parse]ut(appVersion)=4)) {
documentMMjgW=innerWidth; documentMMjpgH=innerHeight; onresize=MM_reloadPage;}}
















// Enter name ofmandatory fields
var fieldRequired = Array("usemame", "password");
// Enter field description to appear in the dialog box
var fieldDescription= Array("usemame\ "password");
// dialog message
var alertMsg = "Null or Invalid input :\n";
var l_Msg = alertMsg.Iength;
for (var i = 0; i < fieldRequiTed.tength; i++){




if (obj.selectedIndex = -l || obj.options[obj.selectedIndex].text= ""){











if (obj.value= "" jj obj.value= null){
alertMsg +="-"+ fieldDescriptioup] + "\n";
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var blnchecked ~ false;






alertMsg +="-" + fieldDescription[i]+ "W;
}
}


































<inputtype="submitB name="Submit" value="Submit" l>
<spanclass="citation style4Hxa href="#"targeH'J)lank">help</ax/spanx/p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<pxspan class="title',> </span> <lp>
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<h3>WHY SHOULD YOU USE<strongxa href="#">AMS</aX/strong>?</h3>
<p>Hassle FreWp>
<p>Low Error Rate</p>




<imgsrc="images/arrow.gif' alt="" /><a href="#">Snident Directory </axbr f>






<div id="footer,,>Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |
<ahref="mailto:teddy_nana@yahoo.com">Contact</a> | SiteBestViewed UsingFFv2+at 1024x 768
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$query_RS_ViewTutorial = sprintf '^SELECT tt_ID, ttjiameFROM tutorial WHERE sbJD* '%s' ORDER BY tt_priority ASC",
$colname_RS_ViewTutorial);









Squery_RS_ViewSession = sprintf("SELECT ss_ID, ss_no FROM' session' WHERE ttJD = %sORDER BYss_no ASC",
Scolname_RS_ViewSession);




















<linkrel-"alternate" type="appIication/rss+xmr u'tle=:',RSS 2.0"href="rss/" t>
<link href="images/sryle.css" rel-'stylesheet" type="texl/css" l>
<scriptlanguage="JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript">
<l„
functionMM_reloadPage(init) { //reloadsthewindowif Nav4 resized
if (init=true) with(navigator) {if((appName="Netscape")&&(parseInt(appVersion)=4)) {
documentMMj)gW=innerWidth; documentMMjpgH=innerHeight; onresize=MM_reloadPage;}}
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var vars = [j, hash;
varhashes = wmdow.lr«arion.href.slice(window.locahon.hrefindexOf(,?l) + l).split('&');





















function MMJindObftn, d) { //v4.0I




if(!x && d.getElementById) x=d.getElementById(n); return x;
}
function MMJumpMenuGo(seIName,targ/estore){ //v3.0







































































<td width="161" height="25">Subject: </td>








<option value="<?php echoSrow_RS_ViewSubjectrsb_ID'J?>" <?phpechoSselected; ?>x?php echo
$row_RS_ViewSubject['sb__naine,]'></option>
<?php
} while ($row_RS_ViewSubject= mysql_fetch_assoc($RS_ViewSubject));
Srows= mysql_num_rows($RS_ViewSubject);



















{ Sselected = "Selected"; }
?>
<option value="<?php echo$row_RS_ViewTutorial['tt_ID'J?>" <?php echoSselected; ?>x?php echo
$row_RS_ViewTutoriairtt_name']?x/option>
<?php

















<option value="<?php echo$row_RS_ViewSessionrss_ID'3?>"x?php echo$row_RS_ViewSession['ss_no']?x/option>
<?php



























$query__RS__Session = "SELECT s.ss_status^.ss_no,ttt_name,l.lc_name, sb.sb_name FROM session
s, tutorialt, lecturerI, subjectsb WHEREs.ss_ID='".$HTTP_GET_VARS['sessioncode,i.'"";
SqueryJtSjSession .="ANDs.tt_ID*tttJD ANDt.IcJD=l.lc_IDANDtsb_u*>=sb.sbJD";







<td width-'160" height=n25">LecturerName : </td>
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<input type="button" name^'Stop" vaiue="Stopn






















{ SselfLink = "?sessioncode=$HTTP_GET_VARS[sessioncode]";}
?>





<td width="74" class="boxads">STUDENT ID </td>
<td width="396" class*="boxads"> STUDENT NAME </td>
<td width="57" class="boxads">TIME IN </td>
</tr>
<?php
$query__RS_Attend = "SELECT a.at_n"mein, a.st_JD, s.st_nameFROMattendancea, students
WHERE a.ssJD^HTTPJSETJVARSJsessioncodeJ' AND a.st_ID=sst_lDn;




while($rowsJtS_Attend = mysqljetch array($RS_Artend))
{
<tdheight="25" valign="top"x?php echoSrowsjRS_Session['sb_namerJ; ?x/td>
<td heighr=n25">Tutoria! Session: <M>
<td height="25" valign="top"x?php echo $rows_RS_Session[ttjiame'].n -
<td height="25">Status: </td>
<td width="340" height="25fl valign="topHx?php echo
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<tdx?php echo $rows_RS_Attend['st_ID']; ?x/td>
<tdx?php echo $rows„RS_Attend[,st_name']; ?x/td>














<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |



















$query_RS_LecturerInfo = sprintf("SELECT * FROM lecturer WHERE lc_ID= %s",$usemame);




















<Iinkrel="alternate" type="application/rss+xml" title="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" !>
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// Enter name ofmandatory fields
var fieldRequired = Array(nid","Name");
// Enterfielddescription to appearinthe dialog box
var fieldDescription = Array("IDfl,"Name");
// dialog message
var alertMsg= "Nullor Invalid input :\n";
var l_Msg = alertMsg.length;
for (var i = 0; i < fieldRequired.Iength; i++){




if (obj.selectedlndex = -1 j|obj.options[obj.selectedlndex].text = ""){




if (obj.seiectedindex = -1){






if(obj.value = "" || obj.value = null){




if(obj.value = null || obj.value/1 ~!= obj.value)
{





if (obj.type — undefined){
var blnchecked = false;

































<p>Welcome <?php echoSname; ?x/p>














































<table width="551" oorder="On cellpadding="1">
<tr>
<tdwidth="105"height="24">IDNo:</td>
<tdwidth="436" valign="top"xiru)ut name="id" type^integer" id="id" value="<?php echo
SrowjtSJLectoicrirm^cjD']; ?>" size="6" maxiength="5" readonly^true l>




<td width="436" valign-'top"xinput name="Name" type="text" id~"Name" value="<?php echo
SrowJRSJ^turerlnfbPlcjiame'J; ?>" size="30B maxlength="50" />
















<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |





















SqueryjRSViewUserfnfo = sprintf("SELECT * FROMlecturerWHERElcJD « %s", Susemame);









<metahttp-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-I" />
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<linkreH'altemate"type="application/rss+xml" titte="RSS 2.0"href="rss/" />


















<p>Welcome <?php echo Sname; 7x/p>







<hl align="left"xspan class="citation style4"x/spanxbr />





































<table widu>"551" border="0" cellpadding="1">
<tr>
<td height="24" valign="top">IDNo : </td>




<tdwidth="436" height="24" valign="top"x?phpecho$row_RSViewUserInfo['Ic_name'J; ?x/td>
</rr>
<tr>
<td height="24" valign-'top">Faculty : </td>
<td width="436" height="24" valign="tap"x?php echo$row_RSViewUseFlnfo['lc_faculty']; ?x/td>
</tr>











<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti TeknologiPetronas |









<?php session_start(); require_once('Connections/AMSConnection.php'); ?>
<?php
mysql_select_db($database_AMSCpmiection, SAMSConnection);
SqueryJiecordsetLogin = "SELECT *FROM user'WHERE 'user'.username = '$ITTTP_POST_VARS[username]' AND
'useT.pWwoid ='$HTTP_POST_VARSrjMssword]'";








































<?php session_start(); require_once('Connections/AMSConnection.php'); ?>
<?bhp
mysql_select_db($database_AMSConnection, SAMSConnection);
SqueryJtS^Subject = "SELECT s.sb_name, stsbJD FROM subject s,subject_taken stWHERE ststJD-Susemame AND
st.sb_ID=s.sb_ID";


















<meta http-equiv="Content-typen content="text/htmi; charset=iso-8859-i" />
<metahttp-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-us" />
<meta http-equiv="imagetoolbar"content="no" />










































































<1able width="551" border="0" cellpadding="r>
<tr>
<tdwidth="i05s height="24">Subject: </td>


























<td height="30" colsparr=B2" valign="top"xstrong>Attendance Details </strongx/td>
<ftr>
<?pbp
$query_RS_Subjecttnfb = "SELECT s.sb_name, s.sb_description, Mcjiame FROM subject s, lecturer 1,
tutorial t WHERE s.sb_II>='$_GET[subjectcode]' AND s.sbJD=*sb_P. AND UcJD=UcJD";



























Squery_RS_Session - "SELECT sbjiosesstonFROM subject WHERE
sbJD^S.GETtsubjectcode]'";
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<?php
$queryJRS_Tutorial = "SELECT ttjiame, ttJD FROM tutorial WHERE
sbjTJ='$JjET[subjectcode]' ORDER BYttjjrioriry";
$RS_Tutorial ~ mysql_query($query_RS_TutoriaL SAMSConnection) or die(mysql_errorO);









$query_RS_Attend = "SELECTa.at_status,a.at_tiroein FROMattendancea
WHEREa-tLid-SttJO' ANDa.ss_no=$iANDa-sUD^usemame' LIMIT1";

































<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti TeknologiPetronas )
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Ssubjectjiosession = (getjnagicjniotesjjpcO) ? $HTTP__POST_VARS[lsubjectjiosession']:
addslashes($HTTPJ^ST_VARS[,subjectjiffiiession']);
}
SinsertSQL ~ sprintf("INSERT INTO subject VALUES ('Ssubject^code', "Ssubjectjiame', '$subject_descripn'on',
Ssubjectjiosession)");
mysql_select_db($datebase_AMSConnection, SAMSConnection);



















$tutorial_name - (getjnagic_quotes_gpc()) ? $HTTP_POST_VARSrtutorial'] : addslashes($HTTP_POST_VARS['tutorial'J);
}
if (isset($HrrTP_SESSION_VARS{'usemame'])) {
$lecoire_id = (get_magic_quotes_gpc()) ? $HTTPjSESSION_VARS['username"] ;
addslashes($HTTP_SESSION_VARS['username']);
}
if (isset($HTTP POST.VARSfnosession'])) {
Snosession - (getjnagicjmotes„gpc()) ? $HTTP_POST_VARSrnosession']: addslashes($HTTP_POST_VARS['nosession1]);
}
SinsertSQL = sprintfflNSERTJNTO hitorial(tt_ID,ttjiame>sbJD,lc„ID) VALUES (StutorialjcodeVStutorialjiame', '$subject_code',
Slecturejd)");
mysqljJelect_db($database_AMSConnection, SAMSConnection);
SResultl = mysql_query(SinsertSQL, SAMSConnection) or die($insertSQL);
if($Resultl)
{
Sselectsessionno = "SELECT sbjiosession FROM subjectWHERE sbJD^$subject_codem;
Sresult = mysql_query($selectscssionno);
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SinsertSessionSQL = "INSERT INTO session(ss_no, tt_ID) VALUES($i, '$tutorial_code')";
















Spassword = (getjnagic_quotesjjpcO) ? $HTTP_POST_VARS['password']: addsIashes($HTTP_POST_VARS['password']);
}
if(isset($HTTPJ>OSTVARS['type,j)) {
Stype = (getjragicj}uotesjgpc()) ? $HTTP_POST_VARS['type"]: addslashes($HTTP_POST_VARS[type']);
}
if (isset($HTTP_POST_VARS['name,j)) {
Sname =(get_magic_quotes_gpcO) ?$HttP_p6st_VARSrname'] :adds]ashes($HtTP_p6STmVARS['name,]);
>
if($type = "Lecturer")
{ SinsertSQL = spriritf '^CALL crcateJectureiX'SusenuimeVSpa^^ }
else if($type= "Student")
{ SinsertSQL = sprintf("CALL create_student('$useniame','$passwordV$type','$name')"); }
else
{ SinsertSQL = sprintf("INSERT INTOuser(username, password, usertype, loginjJate,name) VALUES ('Susername', 'Spassword',
'Stype',NOW(),'$name7');}
mysql_select_db($database_AMSConnection,SAMSConnection);













Sid=(getjnagicjiuotes_gpcO) ? $HTTP_POST_VARSt'id']: addslashes($HTTP_POST_VARSrid j1);
}
if(isset($HTTPJPOST_VARSrNaroe'])) {
Sname « (getjnagic_quotes^gpc()) ? $HTTPJK>STVARSrName'} : addslashes($HTTPJ,OSTVARS[lName']);
}
if (isset($HTTP_POSTVARS['Faculty])) {
Sfaculty = (get_magicjjuotes_gpc0) ?$HTTP_POST_VARS['Faculty,]: add9lashes(SHTTP_POST_VARS[,FacuHy']);
}
SinsertSQL = sprintf{"CALL update_tecturerCSnameVSid','$faculty')");
mysqlj«lectjib($datebase_AMSConnection, SAMSConnection);
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$student_id = (getjnagic_quotes_gpcO)? SHTTPj3ESSION_VARSrusername']:
addsIashes($HTTP_SESSION_VARS['username^);
}
SinsertSQL = sprintf["INSERT INTOsubjectjaken VALUES ('$student_id', '$subject_code')");
mysqljielect_db($database_AMSConnection, SAMSConnection);


















Sid= (getjnagicjjuoteSjgpcO) 1 $HTTP_POST_VARS['id']: addslashes($HTTP_POST_iVARS['id'I);
J.
if(isse^SHn^POSTyARSPName'])) {
Sname= (getjnagicjjuotes„gpc()) ? $HTTP_POST_VARS['Narne']: addslashes($HTTP_POST_VARSrName']);
}
if (isset($HTTP_POST_VARSrProgram'])) {
Spfogram = (getjnagicjuofesJipcO) ? $HTTP_POST_VARSrProgram'] : addslashes($HTTP_POST_VARS['Progtam']);
}
if (issettSHTTP^POST^VARSI'Gender'])) {
Sgender = (getjnagic_quotes_gpc()) ? SHTTP POST_VARS[lGendeiJ}: addslashes($0nJ\_POST_VARS['Gender'));
}
if(isset($HTTP_POST_VARS[,HostelAddress1)) {
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Stutorialid « (getjriagicj^itotesjpcO) ? $HTTPJPOST_VARS[^Utbnalid']: a^dslashes($HTTP_roST_VAR^['tutbrialid']);
}
if (isset($HTTP_POST_VARS['priority,j)) {
Spriority = (get_magic_quotes_gpc())?SHTTT^POST^VARSrpriority1] : addslashes($HTTP_POST,VARSrpriority']);
i
SupdateSQL = sprintf("UPDATE tirtorial SET ttjmority=$priorrty WHEREtt_ID='$tutorialid"');
mysqlj«lMtjib($database_AMSConriection, SAMSConnection);

























Ssubjectnosession= (get_magicjniotes_gpcO) ? $HTTP_POST_VARSrsubjectjiosession']:
addslashes($HTTP_POST VARSPsubject nosession']);
}
SupdateSQL = sprintf("UPDATE subjectSET sb_ID='$subjectcode', sbjiame='$subjectname',sbjlescription^subjectdescription',
sbnosession^'Ssubjectnosession'WHEREsbJD^subjecteode'");
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mysql_selec^jdb($database__AMSConnectioii, SAMSConnection);












SqueryJfelsteUser="DELETE FROM'subjectjaken' WHEREstJD^SHTTP_SESSION__VARS[usemaine]' AND
sbJ^-SHTTPjSETJVARStsubjectcode]'";
echo Squery_DeleteUser;



















Ssessionid = (getjnagic quotesjjpcO) ? $HTTPjGET_VARS['sessionid•]: addslashes($HTTPJjET„VARS['sessionid']);
}
if (isset($HTTP_GET_VARSraction'])) {
Saction= (get_magic_quotesjjpc())? $HTTP„GET_VARSra6tion']: addslashes^HTTPjjETJVARSraction']);
}
SupdateSQL = sprintf("UPDATE sessionSET ssjrtatus^OPENED' WHEREss_ID=$sessiom"d");
if($action="stop")
{SupdateSQL = sprintf("UPDATE sessionSETssjrtatus^CLOSED'WHERE ssJD=$sessionid");}
inysql_selectjIb($database_AMSConnectiDn;, SAMSConnection);
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$query__RS_JViewSubject = "SELECT s.sb_lD, ssbjiame FROM subjects, subject_taken st WHERE stsbJD=5.sb_IDn;









Squery_RS_ViewTutorial = sprintf(nSELECT ttJD, ttjiame FROM tutorial WHERE sbJD »'%s' ORDER BYttjmority ASC",
$colname_RS_ViewTutorial);









$qticry_RS_ViewScssidn « spriiitf("SELECT ssJD, ssjib FROM'sessidh' WHERE ttJD = %sAND ss_status=OPENED' ORDER
BY ssjio ASC", $colname_RS_ViewSession);




if($totalRows_RS^ViewSession < 1&&$colnameJtS_ViewSession !="1")




































// Enter name ofmandatory fields
var fieldRequired = ArrayC'name'V'sid", "program",
"gender","hostelAdd","emailAdd","contactNon,"sponsorship","country");
// Enterfield description to appear in the dialogbox
var fieldDescription = Array("name"Jnsid", "program",
"gender","hostelAdd","emailAdd","contactNo"/sponsorship"."country");
//dialog message
var alertMsg = "Null or Invalid input :\n";
varl_Msg=alertMsg,length;





if(obj.selectedIndex = -l ||obj.options[obj.selectedIndex].text=""){










iffobj.value^"" || obj.value = nuli){




if (obj.value = null || obj.value/1!- obj.value)
{





if (obj.type — undefined){
var blnchecked = false;



























var vars = G, hash;
varhashes = window.location.href.slice(window.location.href.indexOf('?')+l).split('&');
































<p>Welcome <?php echo Sname; ?></p>







<hl align="left"xspan class="citation style4nx/spanxbr />


































<pclass="style9"> SessionActivation / Deactivation : </p>
<tablewidth="551" border="0" cellpadding="r'>
<tr>
<td widlh="16r' height="25">Subject: </td>






{ Sselected= "Selected"; }
?>
<option value="<?php echo$row_RS_ViewSubject['sb_ID']?>" <?php echoSselected; ?>x?php echo
Srow_RS_ViewSubject['sbjiame'}?xyoption>
<?php
} while($row_RS_ViewSubject = raysqljefchjissdc($RS_VicwSubject));
$rows = mysql_num_rows($RS_ViewSubject);
















{ Sselected = "Selected";}
?>
<option value="<?php echo$row_RS_ViewTutoriaI{'tt_ID']?>" <?phpechoSselected; ?>x?php echo
$row_RS„ViewTutorial['ttjiame'3?xyoption>
<?php
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<optionvalue^"<?phpecho $row_RS_ViewSession['ss_IDr|?>" <?phpecho Sselected; ?>x?phpecho
$row_RS_ViewSession['ss_no']?x/option>
<?php





























SqueryRSSession = "SELECT s.ss_no, s.ss_status, ttt_name,l.Icjiame,sb.sbjiame FROM
sessions, tutorialt, lecturerI, subjectsb WHEREs.ss_ID='".$HTTP_GET_VARS['sessioncoderl.n'";
$query_RSj5ession.=" ANDs.tt_ID=*.ttJDANDt.lcJp=Uc_ID ANDt.sbJD^b.sb_ID";




<table width="500" border="0" cellpaddihg="1">
<tr>
<td widths" 160" heigm="25">Lecturer Name: <M>










<td height="25" valign="top"x?php echo $rows_RS_Session['sb_name'];?x/td>
<td height="25">TutorialSession : </td>
<rdheight="25" valign="top"x?php echo $rows_RS_Session[!ttjiame"]." -
<tdheight="25"x/td>
<td width="340" height="25" valign="top">
<?php
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<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Perronas |


















<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" contenr="text/html; charsetHso-8859-1" f>
<meta http-equiv=="Content-Language" content="en-us" l>
<memhttp-equiv==nirnagetoolbar" content="no" l>




<link rel="altemate" type=napplication/rss+xml"title="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" f>
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<tdheight="30" colspan="2" valign="top"xsrxong>Attendance Details </strongx/td>
</tr>
<?php
SqueryJlSJSubjectlnfo = "SELECT s.sb_name, s.sbjlescription, ss.stjiame FROM subject s, student ss,
subjectjaken stWHERE s.sb_ID^$jGET[subjecteode]' AND s.sbJD=stsb_ID AND st.stJD=ss.st_ID";






















<td widfh="100" class="boxads" rowspan="2">&nbsp;</td>
<?php


























$query„RS_Tutorial = "SELECT ttjiame, ttJD FROM tutorial WHERE
sb ID='$_GET[subjectcode]' ORDER BYtt_priority";
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SqueryJtS_Attend = "SELECT a.at_status,a.atjimein FROM attendance a
WHERE a.ttjd^ttJD* AND a.ssjio=$iAND a.st_ID='$j3ET[studentid]' LIMTT 1";














<tdvalign="middle" align="center"x?php jf($attend="Attend") {echo"<img src=\"images/ACCEPT.gif\n />";} ?x/td>





























$query_RSJSubject = "SELECT sbJD, sbjiame FROM subject";
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<Iink rei="altemate" type="application/rss+xml" title="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" l>















// Enter name ofmandatory fields
var fieldRequired ~ Array("namen,nid", "Program",
"Gender","HosteIAddress","EmailAddressn,nContacfNo","Sponsorship","Country");




varalertMsg = "Null or Invalid input :\n";
var IJMsg= alertMsg.length;





if{dbj.selectedlndex ^ -I || obj.oirtibtts[obj.selecfedmdex].text-^""){











if (obj.value ="" || obj.value — null){




if(obj.value = null jj obj.value/11= obj.value)
{






















var blnchecked = false;
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<option value="<?php echo$row_RS_Subjectrsb__ID']?>"x?php echo $rowJ^_Subjeet{'sb_riame']?x/option>
<?php




















<td width="74" class-"boxads">SUBJECT ID</td>





Squery_SeIectSubject = "SELECT distinct(stsbraID), sb.sbjiame, sb.sb_description FROM









<tdvalign="top"x?php echo $rows_RS_SelectSubject['sb_description'J; ?x/td>
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<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti TeknologiPetronas |

















SqueryJRS_StudentInfo = sprintf("SELECT * FROM student WHERE stJD = %s", Susemame);




















<linkrer="alternate" type="application/rss+xmr title="RSS 2.0"href="rss/" />
















// Enter name ofmandatory fields
var fieldRequired - Array("idn,nNameB);
// Enterfield description to appear in the dialogbox
var fieldDescription = Array("Student ID","Name");
//dialog message
varalertMsg - "Nullor Invalid input:\h";
var l_Msg—alertMsg.length;





if (dbj.selecfedlndex — -11| bbj.dptiohs[dbj.selecfcdIhdex].fext ™ ""){











if(obj.vame = "" ||obj.value = null){




if (obj.value — null || obj.value/I != obj.value)
{





if (obj.type = undefined){
var blnchecked = false;













































































<formname="studentjnforraation"id="stud_info" onsubmit="retum formCheck(this);" method^post"
action="processjitudentinfo.php">
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<tdwidth=" 105" height="24">Student IDNo : </td>
<td width="436" valign- 'top"xinput name="id" type="integer" id-'id" value="<?php echo




<td width="436" valign="top"xinput name="Name" rype="text" id="Name" value="<?php echo





<td width-'436" valign="top"xinputname="Prograni" type="text" value="<?php echo




<tdwidth="436" valign="top"xinputname="Gender" type="radio" value-'Male"<?php
if($row_I«3todOTtInfo|;stjienderT = "Male") {echo "checked";} 7>/>Male
<inputname="Gender" type="radio"
value="Female" <?phpif($row_RS_StudentInfo['st_gender'] — "Female") {echo"checked";} ?>/>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td hetgm="27">Hostel Address : </td>




<td height="25">Email Address: </td>





<td widai="436" valign="top"xinput name="ContactNo" type="text" value="<?php echo




<td width-'436" valign="top"xinput name=1"Sponsorship" type="textn value="<?php echo
















<div id="footer">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |
























Squery_RSViewUserInfb = sprintf("SELECT *FROM student WHERE stJD = %s", Susemame);









<mela http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-l" f>
<metahtqj"-equivs"Content-Language" txmteht^'th-us" t>





<linkrel="altemate"type="application/rss+xml" utie="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" l>


























<hl ahgn="left"xspan class="citation style4Hx/spanxbr/>
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<fdwidfh="105" height="24">Name : </td>
<tdwidth="436" height="24" valigrr="top"x?php echo SrowRSViewUserlnforstname']; ?x/td>
</tr>
<(r>
<td height~"24">Student ID No: </td>








<tdwidth="436" height="24" valign^"top"x?php echo $row_RSViewUserIrifbrst_geriderl; ?x/td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td height="24">Hostel Address; </td>
<td width="436" height="24" valign="top"x?php echo Srow_RSViewUserInfo['st_hostel_address']; ?x/td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td height="24">Email Address: </to>
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<div ids"fboter">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti TeknologiPetrorias \












body{ margin:5px 0; padding:0; font: 74%AriaL Sans-Serif; colorJOOO; line-height: 14em;
background: #F0F0F0;}
.content {color:#505050; margin: 0 auto;padding: 0; width: 791px; background: #FFFFFF
url(bgjpg) repeat-ycenter;}
#toph {background: #F0F0F0 url(top.jpg) no-repeat center top; height: 14px; margin: 0;
padding: 0;}
tfheader{color:#FFF;padding:0 15px0 15px;line-height: l.Oem;}
#header .rside { background: #125E81 url(header.jpg) no-repeat; color: #337493;
float: right; height: 129px; width: 587px; font-size: 90%;}
#header .citation{ text-align: right; padding:60px 25px25px6px; color:#fOfOfO;}
#header .Iside{ background: #FFB424;color:#FFF;height: 129px;width: 174px;
padding:0; margin:0; float: left;}
#headerh2 { background-color: inherit;color: #FFF; letter-spacing: lpx; }
^header .title { text-align: center; padding-top: 30px;}
#main {margin: 0 20px 0 ISpx;}
#main h2 {background-color: inherit; color: #156184; line-height: 0.2em; }
#mainh3 { font:85%Arial,Sans-Serif,margin:0 0 lOpx0; padding:0; color:#5f5f5f,
background: inherit;}
.center{ background: #FFF; width: 550px'important; width: 535px; float: right; margin:
15px;}
.leftmenu { background: #FFFurl(leftbg.jpg) repeat-x; width: 174px; float: left;padding:
0; margin: 0;}
.padding{ padding:15pX;}
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#footer{ background: #FFFurl(footer.jpg) no-repeat; color. #a0a0a0; height: 43px;text-
align: center, font-size: 90%; clear: bom; padding: Opx; margin: 0;}
#footer hr{width: 740px; color: #888; border: lpx solid #f0f0fb; margin: 025px 025px; }
#footera { color: #999;background: #FFF; text-decoration:none;}
#footer a:hover { background: #FFF; text-decoration: underline; color: #444;}
I* NAVIGATION */
.nav {clear: both; text-align: left; color: #7D8085; padding: 20px 0 00;}
.navli { font-weight: bold; margin: 0 0 8px0; padding: 00 0 5px; border-bottom: lpx solid
#ccc;}
.havli a {colon #546078;text-decoration: hone; }
.nav li a:hover { color: #F29900; text-decoration: none; }
.boxads { background: #£7EDF0; padding: 5px; border: lpx solid #999; color: #333;}














p { margin: 0 0 5px0; padding: 0; color: #555; background: inherit;}
hr { border: 0; height: lpx; color: #eee;background-color: #eee;}
a { color: #0F5B7F; background: inherit; text-decoration:none; }
a:hover{ background: inherit text-decoration: underline;}
hi {padding:0; margin:0; colon#0F5B7F; background: inherit;font: bold l.Sem Arial, Sans-
Serif;letter-spacing: -lpx;)
hi a {color: #GF5BFF; background: inherit;}
h2{background-color: inherit; color:#0F5B7F; font-size:140%; font-weight:bold;
margin: lOpxO lOpxO; padding:0; }
h2 a { Color:#0F5B7F; }
h2 a:hover{ color:#0F5BAF;text-decoration: none;}
ul { margin:5px0 20px 15px;padding: 0; list-style: none; }
li { list-style-type: none; color: #F29900; margin: 0 0 Opx 0; padding: 00 0 Opx;
}
li a {color:#546078; }
li a:hover { color: #F29900; }
/* for snews •
fieldset { border: lpx solid #eee; }
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textarea.text:hover { border: lpx solid #eee;background: #FFFFF4;color:#000;}
inputfield{border: lpx solid#ccc;background-color: #3C3C3C; width: lOOpx; color: #000;
}
inputfield:hover { border: lpx solid #eee; background: #ccc; color: #000;}
inputtext { margin:0; width: 1lOpx; border: lpx solid#546078;background: #FFF;color:
#808080;}
inputtextihover {border: lpxsolid #3a4354;}
input.searchbutton { margin:0; font-size: 100%;font-family: Arial,Sans-serif,border:
none; background: #FFFFFF; color: #333; padding: lpx; font-weight: bold;}
.date{ color:#505050;background: #FFF; text-align: right;margin:4px 0 5px 0; padding:
0.4em 0 00; border-top: lpx solid #ddd; }
.date a { colon #546078;}
inputbutton { background: #FFFFF4;color:#808080;border-right: lpx solid#ccc;
border-bottom: lpx solid #ccc;}
.comments { padding: lOpx 10px 8px lOpx; margin: 0 0 7px 0; background: #FFF; color:
#333;}
.cormnentsbox{ padding: 8px 0 lOpx lOpx;margin: 0 0 lOpx 0; background: #f4f4f4; color:
#000;}
.error { color:#990000; background-color: #FFF0F0;padding:7px; margin-top: 5px;
margin-bottom: 1Opx;border: 1px dashed #990000; }
.error h2 { color: #990000; background: inherit;}
.success { color: #000000; background: #FAFAFA; padding: 7px; margin-top: Spx; margin-
bottom: 5px; border: lpx dashed #546078; }












SpageNmnRS ViewSubject = $HTTP_GET_VARSrpageNum_RS_ViewSubjecf];
}







$query_RS_VrcwSubject = sprintfCSELECT * FROMsubjectWHEREsbJD = '%s'",$cblname_RS__ViewSubjcct);
SqueryJimit_RS_ViewSubject = sprintfX"%s LIMIT%d,%d", $query_RS_ViewSubject, $startRow_RS_ViewSubject
$maxRowsJRS_ViewSubject);



































<linkrel="altemate" type="application/rss+xml" titte="RSS 2.0" href="rss/" />
<Iink href^images/style.css" rel="stylesheet" type="texVcss" />
<scriptlanguage^"JavaScript" type=Htext/IavaScript">
<l_
function MM_reloadPage(init) { //reloads thewindow ifNav4resized
if (init=true)with (navigator){if ((appName==="Netscape")&&(parseInt(appVersion)==4)) {
documentMMj)gW=innerWidth; documentMMjjgH^wnerHeight; onresize=MM_reloadPage;}}







function MM_findObj(n, d) { //v4.01
varp,i,x; if(!d) d=document; if((p^.mdexOf(''?"))>0^parent.frames.Iengthj {
d^arentframes[n.substi^g(p+l)].document;n=^.subslring{0,p);}
if(!(x=d[n])&&d.atl) x=d.all[n]; for (i=0;!x&&i<d.fbrms.length;i++) x=d.forms[i][nj;
foi<H);!x&^.layers&&i<d.layers.lengm;i^)F=MMjlndObj(n,d.layers[i],document);
if(!x &&, d.getEIementByld)x^.getElemerttById(h); return x;
}
functionMMJumpMenuGo(selName,targ,reStore){ //v3.0



















// Enter name of mandatory fields
var fieldRequired = Array("subject_cpde","subject_name");
// Enter field description toappear inthedialog box
varfieldDescription = Array("Subject CodeV'Subject Name");
//dialog message
var alertMsg = "Null or Invalid input :\n";
var l_Msg = alertMsg.length;
for (var i = 0; i < fieldRequired-length; i-H-){




if (obj.selectedlndex =-1 Jjobj.orrtions[obj.selectedIndex].text ==""){











if (obj.value— "" || obj.value— null){






var blnchecked = false;



































































<p class="style9">Update Subject: </p>




<tdwidth="16rheight="25"vaIign="topH>SubjectCode: </td> . .
<tdwidth="386" valign="top"xinput name="subjectjMKte" type=ntext" id="subject_code" value="<?php echo
$row_RS_ViewSubject['sb_ID']; ?>" size="10" readonly/^
<img src-'images/asterik.gif width-'l 1"height="12" /x/td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="161" height="25" valign="top">SubjectName : </td>





<tdheight="25" valign="top">Description : </td>




<tdwidth="161" heigh^"25" valign="top">No. Session perTutorial: </td>
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<div id="fboter">Copyright &copy;2007 Universiti Teknologi Petronas |
<ahref="mailto:teddy_nana@yahoo.com">Contact</a> | SiteBestViewed Using FFv2+at 1024x768
</div>
</div>
<^body>
</html>
<?php
mysqlJree_reswt($RS_ViewSubjecf);
7>
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